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Adidas Hex or Soccerball Hex is played on a soccerball with a tesselation of twelve 
pentagonal and twenty hexagonal cells. Adidas Hex is a connection game like Hex, Y and 
Havannah, but it is played on a board without borders, like Tetrahex and Toroidal Go.  
 
Start 
Players use yellow and green stickers preferably on a plastic ball. The first player (Yellow) 
starts on any pentagon or black cell of the Adidas soccerball. The second player (Green) 
places a sticker on any hexagon or white cell. The second move for both players is chosen 
by the opponent. So Green choses any cell where Yellow plays his second move and Yellow 
choses any cell where Green plays his second move. After this initial phase Yellow chooses 
any cell for his own color and players continue taking turns. 
 
Goal 
Instead of connecting two sides, the goal of the game is to connect all cells of the players 
color by a closed chain of the players color. A player has lost when he can no longer win. 
Actually this means that enclosing or catching at least one cell occupied by the opponents 
color is a win.  
 
Adidas Hex was invented or reinvented in 2015 by Ton van der Valk, The Netherlands.   



Discussion 
Familiar alternatives are the games 
of Projex or Renkula, that also can 
be played on an Adidas ball, where 
players place two stickers each turn 
on opposite cells. First player 
starting with a pentagon. The goal of 
the game is to make a loop: a chain 
of cells occupied by the players color 
including its opposite cells.  
 
On the pro side for the rules of 
Projex is that this game has an 
exclusive winning condition like Hex, 
Y and Atoll. In comparison the 
connect all or catch one rule of 
Adidas Hex creates a race game like 
Havannah, Wings and Tetrahex.  
 
On the contra side for the rules of 
Projex it is not clear if the rule that 
the first player starts on a pentagon 
is sufficient to balance the game. In 
the rules of Adidas Hex the second 
move is chosen by the opponent.  
 
Projex by Bill Taylor 2001 
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/sci.math/wqiYhytN6qE  
 
Renkula by Tapani Raiko 2007 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.147.448&rep=rep1&type=pdf  
 
A gui for Projex / Renkula made by Gwylim Ashley 
http://gwylim.net/projex  
http://littlegolem.net/jsp/forum/topic2.jsp?forum=50&topic=620  
 
Tetrahex by Ton van der Valk 2015 
http://hexboard.com/Tetrahex-rules.pdf  
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